ASSOCIATION OF ITALIAN INSTRUMENTATION COMPANIES
**Why Instrumentation is important**

Instrumentation allow data collection and control to processes and laboratory

Just two examples of our recent history

Past: Chernobyl

Present: Coronavirus
Production process control is an innovation driver

Instrumentation improves the characteristics of the process in all application fields

From mechanical to pharmaceutical industry, from aerospace to food industry, from oil & gas to chemical industry and so on ...
Job Opportunities

The Italian instrumentation “world” offers a wide range of job opportunities
- Commercial employees
- Laboratory technicians
- Production process experts

are just examples of professionals connected to the world of instrumentation
Who is G.I.S.I.

- The most important Italian industrial association in the field of instrumentation, sensors and industrial automation

- Founded in Milan in 1974, it brings together companies operating in the sector of instrumentation, sensors and automation of production processes, with the aim of comparing technological issues and being able to innovate

- Currently, it counts more than 180 members
G.I.S.I. Offering

- Promotes members’ business through its “Controllo e Misure” magazine (Italian and English)
- Provides information through the web portal
- Helps members participating to trade fairs
- Organizes working groups to discuss and develop themes of general interest
- and much more...

G.I.S.I. offers countless opportunities to associates who need visibility and business support
Communication & Information

WEBSITE:

www.gisi.it

LIVE NEWS:

www.controlloemisuradigital.it

MAGAZINE:

www.controlloemisura.com
TRENDS % OF THE ITALIAN MARKET FOR THE MAIN PRODUCT CATEGORIES FOR MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION
The domestic market for these macro-product families, on the basis of sales in 2018, is around 750,3 million €
How to contact G.I.S.I.

GISI
viale Fulvio Testi, 128
20092 Cinisello Balsamo (Milano)
Italy

phone: +390221591153
fax: +390221598169
mail: gisi@gisi.it